
 
 
 

19R3 Veeva Align 
Questions and Answers 
 
Q: For "Last Call Date" capabilities in Align Rules, how is the last call date determined 
for the HCP? What are the requirements from a Veeva CRM standpoint? 
A: The last call date used in the demo was an example. Any date or date time field that is loaded into Align on 
the Account, Address, Parent HCO (called Child Account in Veeva CRM), or Product Metric objects can be 
used. If the data you would like to use data exists on Veeva CRM on those objects, it can be mapped to sync to 
Align on a daily basis for use in assignment rules. 

Q: Is there an ETA on when the territory design functionality will be released? 
A: It is on the roadmap without a set release date. This is a new functional area for Align that we are investing 
in. 

Q: Is Roster Management now available? You mentioned Roster Management 
incrementally rolling out. What will be available first vs. later in other releases? 
A: Creating roster members in Align, assigning profiles to them, and pushing these roster members to Veeva 
CRM as new users along with their territory assignments is included in 19R3. The next we are developing is 
assigning permission sets and profiles to a "functional profile" which can be associated to a territory and 
inherited by roster members in that territory. 

Q: How are exceptions handled if a user already exists in Veeva CRM and it is flagged 
to be mastered in Align? 
A: The design of this capability assumes that the majority of roster members in Align already exist in Veeva 
CRM. Once a roster member is set to "mastered by Align" in Align, Align will no longer import updates to those 
roster members that originated from Veeva CRM. Instead, any updates that occur in Align will be pushed to 
Veeva CRM for fields that are mapped in the Align / Veeva CRM integration. 

Additional questions?  
Contact your customer support representative. 
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